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We study a continuous model which describes the mass transport in droplet
dispersions. The model is formulated as a conservation law with several space-
variables,
m ­ H n­ n ­ Gn .  .jq q s 0,
­ t ­ r ­ x jjs1
m  .for t ) 0, r ) 0, x ) 0, and  x s 1, where G, H j s 1, . . . , m are nonlocalj js1 j j
 .functions of the unknown n t, r, x , . . . , x ; moreover, they have exponential1 m
singularities at r s 0. We prove global existence and uniqueness and establish
some numerical properties of the solution. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. THE PROBLEM
A color film is made up of several chemically active coating layers. Each
layer contains a colloidal dispersion of tiny liquid droplets and emulsions
of tiny solid particles in a gelatin solution. The layers are separated by
pure gelatin layers. Each of the liquid droplets contains several compo-
nents, and every component, either mobile or immobile, consists of some
chemicals, called couplers, and solvents. There are two kinds of couplers:
 .DIR development inhibitor releasing couplers and image couplers. When
the film is developed, the DIR coupler will produce an inhibitor, a
chemical that adsorbs to the solid particles and eventually shuts down the
development process. The image coupler is made of dye-forming chemicals
and is responsible for the color in the developed picture. Both the solid
particles and liquid droplets in a film undergo changes even before a
picture is taken. Reactivities of the droplets in photographic film disper-
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sion layers depend on their composition. Altered compositions affect
reactivity and thus also photographic performance, i.e., image quality. In
order to understand how droplets change their compositions in the disper-
sion layers, a mathematical model, to be described below, was introduced
w xin 3, 4 .
Consider a collection of droplets in the solution, and assume that the
droplets are balls of variable radius r and that each is made up of m
different types of mobile components uniformly mixed in the droplet.
From a quasi-static point of view assuming that diffusion is in steady
.  .state , the flux of each component into or out of a droplet is driven by
the difference between its concentration in the solution and the one at the
droplet surface, namely,
flux s K Dc j s 1, 2, . . . , m ,j j
where
Dj
K s 1.1 .j r
is the solubilization coefficient, D is the diffusion coefficient of the jthj
w xcomponent, Dc is the difference c y c , c is the concentration of thej j r j j
jth component in the solution, and c is its concentration at the surface ofr j
the droplet.
Let
x s mole fraction of the jth component in unit volume,j
and assume that c is given by Kelvin's equation,r j
c s cU x eGr r ,r j j j
where cU is the equilibrium value of the concentration of the jth compo-j
nent in the solution and 1rG is a positive physical constant proportional to
the surface tension. Then we can write
Dc s c y cU x eGr r j s 1, 2, . . . , m. 1.2 .j j j j
In the dispersion layers, every droplet in solution may vary in size r as
 .well as in its composition x j s 1, . . . , m . To derive the dynamicalj
equations for r and x we suppose that the unit volume of the dropletj
contains M moles of the jth component at time t, and letj
¨ s molar volume of the jth component.j
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Then
Mj
x s ,j M q M q ??? qM1 2 m
4p r 3
s M ¨ q M ¨ q ??? qM ¨ .1 1 2 2 m m3
By the mass balance equation, we also have
dMj 2s 4p r K Dc j s 1, 2, . . . , m.j jdt
Differentiating the first two equations, one deduces that
mdr
s ¨ K Dc , 1.3 . j j jdt js1
m mdx 3j s x ¨ K Dc y x K Dc . 1.4 . k k j j j k k /  /dt r ks1 ks1
 14 .Since the number of droplets in a film is very large typically 10 , it is
natural to set up a continuous model. To do this we introduce the growth
rates
m
G r , x , . . . , x , c t , . . . , c t s ¨ K Dc 1.5 .  .  . . 1 m 1 m j j j
js1
for r and
H r , x , . . . , x , c t , . . . , c t .  . .j 1 m 1 m
m m3
s x ¨ K Dc y x K Dc 1.6 . k k j j j k k /  /r ks1 ks1
 .for x , the function n t, r, x , . . . , x representing the population densityj 1 m
of droplets, and the set
S ' x , . . . , x : x ) 0, x q x q ??? qx s 1 . . 41 m j 1 2 m
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 .  .Using the dynamical laws 1.3 and 1.4 , the mass balance equation,
 .written in terms of n t, r, x , . . . , x , takes the form1 m
m­ n ­ Gn ­ H n .  .jq q s 0, 1.7 .
­ t ­ r ­ x jjs1
 .for t ) 0, r ) 0, x , . . . , x g S. We also impose the initial condition1 m
n 0, r , x , . . . , x s n r , x , . . . , x for r ) 0, x , . . . , x g S. .  .  .1 m 0 1 m 1 m
1.8 .
 .If the initial condition n x , . . . , x is a sum of Dirac delta functions,0 1 m
 .then Eq. 1.7 implies the mass conservation equations of droplets, i.e.,
 .  .  .  .  .1.3 and 1.4 see Remark 4.2 . Note that dynamical laws 1.3 and 1.4
 .are the characteristic equations of the conservation law 1.7 . One can see
 .  .that characteristic curves at the boundary 0, ` = 0, ` = ­S go into the
 .  .  . 4region t, r, x , . . . , x g 0, ` = 0, ` = S ; hence one needs to impose1 m
a boundary condition there. We shall take the boundary condition to be
n t , r , x , . . . , x s 0 for t ) 0, r ) 0, x , . . . , x g ­S, 1.9 .  .  .1 m 1 m
i.e., there are no droplets with less than m components. Finally, if we
define the concentration c to be the number of moles of the jthj
component in unit volume solution, then the mass balance of the jth
component says that
`4p x j3c t s c y r n t , r , x , . . . , x ds dr , .  .Ä H Hj j 1 m3 x ¨ q ??? qx ¨0 S 1 1 m m
1.10 .
 .where ds is the surface element on the surface S, and c j s 1, 2, . . . , mÄj
is the concentration of the jth component that we would have if all jth
components were in solution and none in droplets.
 .Equation 1.7 is a nonlinear nonlocal conservation law; moreover, the
functions G, H have exponential singularities at r s 0. In the case m s 1j
w xthis conservation law was studied by Friedman and Ou 1 for more general
G by the method of characteristics.
For simplicity we consider in this paper only the case m s 2 and
 .  .D s D s 1 see, however, Remark 4.3 . Then any pair x , x in S can1 2 1 2
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 . w xbe written as y, 1 y y for some y g 0, 1 , and also that
  .  ..   .  ..  .H r, x , x , c t , c t q H r, x , x , c t , c t ' 0 by 1.6 . Set1 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 2
u t , r , y s n t , r , y , 1 y y , .  .
u0 r , y s n r , y , 1 y y , .  .0
A r , y , c t , c t .  . .1 2
' G r , y , 1 y y , c t , c t .  . .1 2
1
U U Gr rs ¨ c t q ¨ c t y ¨ c y q ¨ c 1 y y e .  .  . .1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2r
  .  .  ..by 1.5 , 1.1 , and 1.2 , and
B r , y , c t , c t .  . .1 2
' H r , y , 1 y y , c t , c t .  . .1 1 2
3
s y¨ q 1 y y ¨ . .1 22r
U U UGr r Gr r= c t y c ye y y c t q c t y c y q c 1 y y e .  .  .  . . .1 1 1 2 1 2
  .  .  ..  .  .by 1.6 , 1.1 , and 1.2 . Then the system of equations 1.5 ] 1.10
reduces to the following:
 .  .Problem P . Find a function u t, r, y G 0 such that
u q Au q Bu s 0 for t ) 0, r ) 0, 0 - y - 1, 1.11 .  .  .yrt
u t , r , 0 s u t , r , 1 s 0 for t ) 0, r ) 0, 1.12 .  .  .
u 0, r , y s u0 r , y for r ) 0, 0 - y - 1, 1.13 .  .  .
and
3’ `4p 2 r u t , r , y y .1
c t s c y dr dy , 1.14 .  .Ä H H1 1 3 y¨ q 1 y y ¨ .0 0 1 2
3’ `4p 2 r u t , r , y 1 y y .  .1
c t s c y dr dy. 1.15 .  .Ä H H2 2 3 y¨ q 1 y y ¨ .0 0 1 2
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Throughout this paper we assume that
0 w x0 F u r , y g C 0, ` = 0, 1 , 1.16 .  .  . .
u0 r , 0 s u0 r , 1 s 0 for r ) 0, 1.17 .  .  .
0u r , y s 0 for r G r , 0 F y F 1, 1.18 .  .
0 - sup reGr ru0 r , y s M - `, 1.19 .  .0
r)0, 0-y-1
where r, M are positive constants, and0
m ' ¨ c q ¨ c ) 0, 1.20 .1 10 2 20
 .  .  .where the nonnegative constants c ' c 0 j s 1, 2 , and c 0 are de-j0 j j
 .  .  .fined by 1.14 and 1.15 at t s 0. Condition 1.20 holds if either c ) 010
or c ) 0.20
We shall also assume that
U UI y ' 6 y¨ q 1 y y ¨ yc q 1 y y c .  .  .1 2 1 2
U Uy 3 y¨ q 1 y y ¨ 1 y y c q yc .  .1 2 1 2
U Uy y¨ c q 1 y y ¨ c .1 1 2 2
G 0, 1.21 .
w xfor any y g 0, 1 . This inequality is satisfied for example in the case where
¨ f ¨ and cU f ¨U , but not in all cases where this model is applicable.1 2 1 2
 .The condition 1.21 is imposed because of technical limitations of our
method, rather than by physical considerations.
 .In this paper we prove global existence and uniqueness for Problem P .
w xOur results extend the methods developed in 1 . We first establish the
 .local existence of weak solutions Section 2 , and then their global exis-
 .tence Section 3 . Under some additional assumptions, we shall prove in
Section 4 that a weak solution is actually a classical solution and that it is
unique. Some properties of the solution are also obtained in Section 4.
Finally, some numerical results are given in Section 5, which shows the
properties of the solution.
2. LOCAL EXISTENCE
 .DEFINITION 2.1. A nonnegative function u t, r, y is called a classical
 .  .solution to Problem P if it is continuously differentiable in t, r, y g
 .  .  .  .  .0, ` = 0, ` = 0, 1 and satisfies Eqs. 1.11 ] 1.15 in the classical sense.
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 .  .Now suppose that u t, r, y is a classical solution to Problem P and set
A t , r , y ' A r , y , c t , c t , 2.1 .  .  .  . .1 2
B t , r , y ' B r , y , c t , c t . 2.2 .  .  .  . .1 2
 .  .  .  .From each point t, r, y g 0, ` = 0, ` = 0, 1 we can draw a unique
  .  ..characteristic curve r s , y s backward in time by solving the character-
istic equations
dr
s A s, r , y for s - t , .
ds
dy
s B s, r , y for s - t , 2.3 .  .
ds
r t s r , y t s y. .  .
 .  .Observe that A t, r, y - 0 if r is small. Therefore r s increases when s
is decreased. Consequently, if the characteristic curve leaves the region
 .  .  .  .4  .s, r, y g 0, t = 0, ` = 0, 1 at the point t , r , y , then r ) 0.0 0 0 0
 .Furthermore, r - ` because A t, r, y is uniformly bounded for large r. It0
follows that either y equals 0 or 1, or else t s 0.0 0
 .Along the characteristic curve, Eq. 1.11 gives
d
u s, r s , y s s y A q B u t , r s , y s . .  .  .  . .  . .r yds
 .  .Integrating and using the initial and boundary conditions 1.12 , 1.13 , we
get
t
u t , r , y s u t , r , y exp y A q B s, r s , y s ds 2.4 .  .  .  .  . .H0 0 0 0 r y 5
t0
where
 40 if y g 0, 10
u t , r , y s .0 0 0 0 0 u r , y if t s 0. .0 0 0
 .DEFINITION 2.2. A nonnegative continuous function u t, r, y is called a
 .  .weak solution to Problem P if it is given by 2.4 where A and B are
 .  .  .  .  .  .defined by 2.1 and 2.2 , with c t , c t defined by 1.14 , 1.15 , and1 2
 .  .  .r s , y s are defined by 2.3 .
We begin with establishing the local existence of a weak solution.
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 .  .THEOREM 2.3. Under the assumptions 1.16 ] 1.21 , there exists a weak
 .solution to Problem P for 0 F t F h, where h is positi¨ e and small.
The proof is based on a fixed point argument.
 .  .  .By 1.14 and 1.15 , c G c t for all t G 0, and therefore also L G m.Äj j
Consider the set
w xK s c t , c t : c t g C 0, h , c 0 s c , j s 1, 2, .  .  .  . .1 2 j j j0
m
w xF ¨ c t q ¨ c t , c t F c , for t g 0, h . .  .  . Ä1 1 2 2 j j 52
w x w xClearly K is a bounded closed convex subset of C 0, h = C 0, h .
 .  x  .  .   .  ..For any t t, r, y g 0, h = 0, ` = 0, 1 and any pair c t , c t g K,1 2
 .  .  .  .we define functions A t, r, y and B t, r, y by 2.1 and 2.2 , the charac-
 .  .  .  .  .teristic curve r s , y s by 2.3 , and the function u t, r, y by 2.4 . Ob-
 .  .serve that u t, r, y is nonnegative and continuous in t, r, y . We shall
prove that
L
w x w xu t , r , y s 0, if r G r q h ' r , t , y g 0, h = 0, 1 , 2.5 .  .  .1r
 .  .where r is defined in 1.18 , L ' ¨ c q ¨ c , andÄ Ä1 1 2 2
 U U 4  U U 4Grlog Lrmin ¨ c , ¨ c if Lrmin ¨ c , ¨ c ) 1 .1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2
r ' 2.6 .U U  41 if Lrmin ¨ c , ¨ c F 1.1 1 2 2
Introduce functions
U Ul t , y s ¨ c t q ¨ c t r ¨ c y q ¨ c 1 y y , 2.7 .  .  .  .  .1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2
and
Grlog l t , y if l t , y ) 1 .  . .
r* t , y s 2.8 .  . q` if l t , y F 1. .
 .  U U4  .Since l t, y F Lrmin ¨ c , ¨ c , r* t, y G r for 0 F t F h, 0 F y F 1.1 1 2 2
 .Recalling the expression of A t, r, y , we find that
dr
s A t , r , y F 0 if r F r* t , y .  .
dt
L
F if r ) r* t , y , .
r
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which implies that the support of initial function u0 is expanding at a rate
 .at most Lrr in the r direction; hence the assertion 2.5 follows.
We can now define an operator S on set K by
S c , c t s c t , c t , .  .  .  . .  .Ã Ã1 2 1 2
where
3’ `4p 2 r u t , r , y y .1
c t s c y dr dy , .Ã Ä H H1 1 3 y¨ q 1 y y ¨ .0 0 1 2
2.9 .
3’ `4p 2 r u t , r , y 1 y y .  .1
c t s c y dr dy. .Ã Ä H H2 2 3 y¨ q 1 y y ¨ .0 0 1 2
 .Observe that a fixed point of S in K is a solution to Problem P . We
wish to prove that the operator S has a fixed point in K. We need two
lemmas.
LEMMA 2.2. S maps K into itself and its image is precompact in K.
  .  ..Proof. To prove that S K ; K, we need to show that c t , c t g K.Ã Ã1 2
 . w x  .  .Clearly c t g C 0, h and c 0 s c for j s 1, 2; since u t, r, y G 0 byÃ Ãj j j0
 .2.4 ,
c t F c , j s 1, 2 by 2.9 . .  . .Ã Äj j
Therefore it remains to verify that
m
¨ c t q ¨ c t G for 0 F t F h . .  .Ã Ã1 1 2 2 2
We shall first establish the following crucial estimate:
r t .tyH w A qB x s , r  s. , y s.. d s Gr r t .yGr rt r ye F e 2.10 .
r
 . w x w xprovided r s F s , for s g t , t ; 0, h and
 4s s mGr 12 max ¨ , ¨ ¨ q ¨ ,Ä Ä . .1 2 1 2
  .  ..  .where r s , y s is the characteristic curve obtained from 2.3 . This
estimate will help overcome difficulties caused by the singularity of
 .  .A t, r, y and B t, r, y at r s 0.
Now, a calculation shows that
1 G
U U Gr rA s y A q ¨ c y q ¨ c 1 y y e .r 1 1 2 23r r
2.11 .
1 G G
s y A y A q ¨ c t q ¨ c t , .  .1 1 2 22 3r r r
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and
3
B s ¨ y ¨ .y 1 22r
U U UGr r Gr r= c t y c ye y y c t q c t y c y q ¨ 1 y y e .  .  .  . . .1 1 1 2 1 2
3
q ¨ y q ¨ 1 y y y c t q c t .  .  . .  .1 2 1 22r
U U U UGr r Gr rq c y q c 1 y y e y c 1 y y q c y e .  . .  .1 2 1 2
3 6
s A y ¨ y q ¨ 1 y y c t q c t .  .  . .1 2 1 22r r
6
U U Gr rq ¨ y q ¨ 1 y y c y q c 1 y y e .  . .  .1 2 1 22r
3
U U Gr ry ¨ y q ¨ 1 y y c 1 y y q c y e .  . .  .1 2 1 22r
2 1
s A q ¨ c t q ¨ c t .  . .1 1 2 22r r
6
y ¨ y q ¨ 1 y y c t q c t .  .  . .1 2 1 22r
1
Gr rq e I y I y as in 1.21 . 2.12 .  .  .  . .2r
Hence
y A q Br y
1 G 1 G
Gr rs y A q A y e I y y ¨ c t q ¨ c t .  .  .1 1 2 22 2 3r r r r
6 1
q ¨ y q ¨ 1 y y c t q c t y ¨ c t q ¨ c t .  .  .  .  . .  .1 2 1 2 1 1 2 22 2r r
1 G 1
Gr rF y A q A y I y e .2 2r r r
1 G m
 4y q 1 ? y 6 max ¨ , ¨ ? ¨ q ¨ .Ä Ä .1 2 1 22  /r 2r
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  .   ..  .  .Here we use the fact that c t , c t g K and thus ¨ c t q ¨ c t G1 2 1 1 2 2
 .mr2 and c t F c . It then follows thatÄj j
1 G
y A q B F y A q Ar y 2r r
 .by 1.21 provided r F s . Therefore,
t
y A q B s, r s , y s ds .  . .H r y
t
1 Gt
F y A q A s, r s , y s ds .  . .H 2r rt
1 G drt
s y q ds since drrds s A .H 2r dsrt
1 1
s log r t rr q G y , . .  /r t r .
  .  ..  .  .provided the integral curve r s , y s satisfies that r t s r and r s F s
 .for t F s F t. This inequality implies the assertion 2.10 .
y2 Grs   U U ..If we choose h small enough, say h F e r 4 c q c , then every1 2
 .  .  x  .   .  ..point t, r, y g 0, h = 0, sr2 = 0, 1 is of the form t, r t , y t with
 .   .  ..r s F s for t F s F t, where r s , y s is the characteristic curve from0
 .  .  .2.3 . Using 2.10 in 2.4 we get
reGr ru t , r , y F r eGr r0 u0 r , y F M .  .0 0 0 0
w x xfor t , r , y g 0, h = 0, sr2 = 0, 1 . 2.13 .   .  .
Next we shall prove that
dc t .Ãj w xF C for t g 0, h , j s 1, 2, 2.14 .
dt
  .  ..where C is a positive constant independent of the particular c t , c t1 2
in K.
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 .Differentiating the first equation in 2.9 with respect to t, we get
3’ `dc t 4p 2 r y .Ã 11 s y u t , r , y dr dy .H H tdt 3 y¨ q 1 y y ¨ .0 0 1 2
’ `4p 2 1
s Au q Bu .  . yH H r3 0 0
r 3 y
= dr dy by 1.11 . .
y¨ q 1 y y ¨ .1 2
2’ `4p 2 3r Auy1
s y dr dyH H3 y¨ q 1 y y ¨ .0 0 1 2
3’ `4p 2 r Bu¨1 2y dr dyH H 23 0 0 y¨ q 1 y y ¨ . .1 2
rs`3’4p 2 r Auy1
q lim dyH3 y¨ q 1 y y ¨«ª0  .0 1 2 rs«
ys13’ `4p 2 r Buy
q drH3 y¨ q 1 y y ¨ .0 1 2 ys0
by integration by parts. Note that
3r Auy
y¨ q 1 y y ¨ .1 2 rs«
U U2 Gr«F C« ¨ c t q ¨ c t y ¨ c y q ¨ c 1 y y e u t , « , y .  .  .  . .1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2
F C« by 2.13 . .
 .provided « - sr2. Combining this inequality with 2.5 yields
rs`3’4p 2 r Auy1
lim dy s 0;H3 y¨ q 1 y y ¨«ª0  .0 1 2 rs«
also,
ys13’ `4p 2 r Buy
dr s 0,H3 y¨ q 1 y y ¨ .0 1 2 ys0
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  ..since u s 0 at y s 0 and y s 1 by 1.12 . Hence
dc t .Ã1
dt
2 3’ `4p 2 3r Auy r Bu¨1 2s y q dr dy.H H 23 y¨ q 1 y y ¨ .0 0 y¨ q 1 y y ¨ .1 2  .1 2
2.15 .
Similarly,
dc t .Ã2
dt
2 3’ `4p 2 3r Au 1 y y r Bu¨ .1 1s y y dr dy.H H 23 y¨ q 1 y y ¨ .0 0 y¨ q 1 y y ¨ .1 2  .1 2
2.16 .
Now we write
2 2
` 3r Auy 3r Auy1 1 sr2
dr dy F dr dyH H H Hy¨ q 1 y y ¨ y¨ q 1 y y ¨ .  .0 0 0 01 2 1 2
2
` 3r Auy1
q dr dy .H H y¨ q 1 y y ¨ .0 sr2 1 2
The first term on the right-hand side is finite since
< 2 <r Au F C by 2.13 . . .
The same is true of the second term because u has compact support by
 ..2.5 . Therefore
2
` 3r Auy1
dr dy F C.H H y¨ q 1 y y ¨ .0 0 1 2
Similarly,
3
` r Bu¨1 1
dr dy F C ,H H 2
0 0 y¨ q 1 y y ¨ . .1 2
 .and the assertion 2.14 follows.
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  .  ..  .Since c 0 , c 0 s c , c , by choosing h so small thatÃ Ã1 2 10 20
4C ¨ q ¨ h F m , .1 2
 .  .  .we have ¨ c t q ¨ c t G mr2 for 0 F t F h, hence S c , c belongsÃ Ã1 1 2 2 1 2
to K.
 .   .  ..  .From 2.14 and the fact that c 0 , c 0 s c , c , we see that theÃ Ã1 2 10 20
  .  . 4family S c , c , c , c g K is equicontinuous and uniformly bounded;1 2 1 2
w x w xhence it is contained in a compact subset of C 0, h = C 0, h . The proof
of Lemma 2.2 is thus complete.
LEMMA 2.3. S is a continuous map.
 n n. n w xProof. Suppose c , c g K, c ª c uniformly in t g 0, h as n ª `.1 2 j j
Then the corresponding functions An and B n satisfy
An t , r , y ª A t , r , y , B n t , r , y ª B t , r , y .  .  .  .
 . w x w . w xuniformly in t, r, y g 0, h = « , ` = 0, 1 for any « ) 0. It follows that
r n t ; t , r , y ª r t ; t , r , y , y n t ; t , r , y ª y t ; t , r , y .  .  .  .0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
w x  .  4uniformly in t g 0, h as long as r t; t , r , y lies in r G « , where the0 0 0
  .  ..pair r t; t , r , y , y t; t , r , y is the characteristic curve connecting0 0 0 0 0 0
 .  .  .two points t, r, y and t , r , y , and t , r , y is the point at which the0 0 0 0 0 0
 4curve goes out of the region 0 - t - h, r ) 0, 0 - y - 1 as indicated
earlier. Hence
un t , r , y ª u t , r , y .  .
 . w x w . w x uniformly in t, r, y g 0, h = « , ` = 0, 1 , and consequently recalling
 ..2.5 ,
`
3 n
`
3r u t , r , y y r u t , r , y y .  .1 1
dr dy ª dr dyH H H Hy¨ q 1 y y ¨ y¨ q 1 y y ¨ .  .0 « 0 «1 2 1 2
 .if n ª `. On the other hand, by 2.10 ,
3 n
« «r u t , r , y y u t , r , y y .  .1 yG r r 2 2dr dy F C e r dr F C « .H H H 0y¨ q 1 y y ¨ .0 0 01 2
It follows that
n 2max c t y c t F g « q C « , .  .  .Ã Ã1 1 n 0
0FtFh
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 .where g « ª 0 if n ª ` for any « ) 0. Taking n ª ` and then « ª 0,n
n .  . w xwe deduce that c t ª c t uniformly in t g 0, h . One can similarlyÃ Ã1 1
n .  . w xprove that c t ª c t uniformly in t g 0, h .Ã Ã2 2
Proof of Theorem 2.3. In view of Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 we can apply
Schauder's fixed point theorem to deduce that the mapping S has a fixed
  .  ..  .  .  .point c t , c t , i.e. S c , c s c , c . The corresponding u t, r, y is1 2 1 2 1 2
 .then a solution to Problem P for 0 F t F h.
3. GLOBAL EXISTENCE
 .  .THEOREM 3.1. There exists a weak solution u t, r, y to Problem P for
all t ) 0.
Proof. The quantity h in Theorem 2.1 depends only on a lower positive
bound on
min ¨ c 0 q ¨ c 0 , min r* 0, y .  .  . 51 1 2 2
0FyF1
  .  .  ..where r* t, y is defined in 2.7 and 2.8 and an upper bound on
sup r ) 0; u 0, r , y ) 0, 0 F y F 1 . 4 .
 .We can extend the solution u t, r, y to the interval h F t F h q h1
 . taking u h, r, y as initial value the solution is then continuous across
.t s h . The number h will depend only on a positive lower bound on1
min ¨ c h q ¨ c h , min r* h , y .  .  . 51 1 2 2
0FyF1
and an upper bound on
sup r ) 0; u h , r , y ) 0, 0 F y F 1 . 4 .
Proceeding in this way step-by-step we can continue the solution for all
t ) 0 provided we can establish the following a priori estimates:
w x w xr* t , y G r ) 0 for t g 0, T , y g 0, 1 , 3.1 .  .
L
sup r ) 0; u T , r , y ) 0, 1 F y F 1 F r q T , 3.2 4 .  .
r
lim inf ¨ c t q ¨ c t ) 0, 3.3 .  .  .1 1 2 2
tªT
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 .  .where r and L are defined as in 2.5 , 2.6 , and we assume that a solution
 .u t, r, y for 0 F t F T has already been constructed.
 .  .  .The proof of 3.1 is the same as the proof of 2.5 . Note that A t, r, y
 .F Lrr if r ) r* t, y . It follows that
dr L
s A t , r , y F if r ) r* t , y , .  .
dt r
and, of course, also
dr
s A F 0 if r F r* t , y . .
dt
Hence
L
u t , r , y s 0 if r G r q T by 2.4 , .  . .
r
 .for any 0 F t F T and 0 F y F 1, which implies 3.2 .
 .To prove 3.3 , we assume that it is not true. Then there exists a
sequence t ­T such hatm
lim ¨ c t q ¨ c t s 0. .  .1 1 m 2 2 m
t ªTm
Without loss of generality we may assume that
d
¨ c t q ¨ c t - 0 for each m. 3.4 .  .  .1 1 m 2 2 mdt
 .  .Using 2.15 and 2.16 we find
`d 1 2’¨ c t q ¨ c t s y4p 2 r Au dr dy. .  . H H1 1 2 2dt 0 0
w  .  .xSince ¨ c t q ¨ c t ª 0 as t ª T ,1 1 m 2 2 m m
A t , r , y .m
1
U U Gr rs ¨ c t q ¨ c t y ¨ c y q ¨ c 1 y y e - 0 .  .  . .1 1 m 2 2 m 1 1 2 2r
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for r ) 0, 0 F y F 1 for t near T. Hence the integral H1 H` r 2Au dr dy ism 0 0
nonpositive, and thus
d
¨ c t q ¨ c t G 0 for t near T , .  .1 1 m 2 2 m mdt
 .which is a contradiction of 3.4 . The proof of Theorem 3.1 is complete.
 w x.It is worth pointing out as in 1 that, unlike the standard nonlinear
conservation law, no shocks occur in the present model; this is due to the
 .special structure of the nonlinearity of Problem P .
4. UNIQUENESS
In this section we prove uniqueness under the additional assumptions:
 .u r, y is continuously differentiable and0
3 Gr r 0sup r e u r , y s M - `, 4.1 .  .r 1
r)0, 0-y-1
and
3 Gr r 0sup r e u r , y s M - ` 4.2 .  .y 2
r)0, 0-y-1
for some positive constants M , M .1 2
We shall first prove the following lemma.
 .  .LEMMA 4.1. Under assumptions 4.1 and 4.2 , any weak solution
 .  .  .u t, r, y has continuous deri¨ ati¨ es u t, r, y and u t, r, y for t ) 0,r y
r ) 0, 0 F y F 1; furthermore, for any T ) 0,
3 Gr rsup r e u t , r , y F M for 0 F t F T , 4.3 .  .r 1
r)0, 0-y-1
and
3 Gr rsup r e u t , r , y F M for 0 F t F T , 4.4 .  .y 2
r)0, 0-y-1
where M , M are positi¨ e constants which may depend on T.1 2
 .  .The sup in both 4.3 and 4.4 is attained for
r , y g V ' r , y g 0, ` = 0, 1 ; u t , r , y ) 0 , 4 .  .  .  .  .t
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 .  .  .  ..  .since u t, r, y ' 0 if r, y g 0, ` = 0, 1 _ V . For any r, y g V wet t
have
t0u t , r , y s u r , y exp y A q B s, r s , y s ds 4.5 .  .  .  .  . .H0 0 r y 5
0
  .  ..  .where r s , y s is the integral curve with the property that r t s r,
 .  .  .   .  ..y t s y, and r 0 s r , y 0 s y . We may consider r s , y s as func-0 0
 .  .tions of r, y ; then from 2.3 we obtain that
­ r s ­ r s .  .
A Ad r y­ r ­ rs
B B /­ y s ­ y sds  .  .r y 0  0
­ r ­ r
­ r s .
­ r 1s , /0­ y s . 0
­ r ss t
and
­ r s ­ r s .  .
A Ad ­ y ­ yr y
s
B B /­ y s ­ y sds  .  .r y 0  0
­ y ­ y
­ r s .
­ y 0s . /1­ y s . 0
­ y
ss t
LEMMA 4.2. If r is small enough, then for any 0 F s F t - `,
1r22 2
­ r s ­ y s 1 .  . t
q F exp y A q B dt , 4.6 .H r y 5 /  /­ r ­ r 2 s
1r22 2
­ r s ­ y s 1 .  . t
q F exp y A q B dt . 4.7 .H r y 5 /  /­ y ­ y 2 s
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Proof. We first compute
2 2d ­ r s ­ y s .  .
q /  /ds ­ r ­ r
d ­ r s . /­ r s ­ y s .  . ds ­ r
s 2 , / d ­ y s­ r ­ r  . 0 /ds ­ r
­ r s .
A A­ r s ­ y s .  . r y ­ rs 2 , / B B / ­ y s­ r ­ r  .r y  0
­ r
2 2
­ r s ­ r s ­ y s ­ y s .  .  .  .
s 2 A q A q B q B .r y r y /  /­ r ­ r ­ r ­ r
2 21 ­ r s ­ y s .  .
s 2 ? A q B q q 2l s , 4.8 .  . .r y  /  /2 ­ r ­ r
where
2 21 ­ r s ­ y s .  .
l s s A y . r  /  /2 ­ r ­ r
2 21 ­ y s ­ r s .  .
q B yy  /  /2 ­ r ­ r
­ r s ­ y s .  .
q A q B . .y r ­ r ­ r
Writing
­ r s ­ r s ­ s ­ y s ­ y s ­ s .  .  .  .
s , s ,
­ r ­ s ­ r ­ r ­ s ­ r
and noting that
­ r s ­ y s .  .
s A , s B ,
­ s ­ s
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we obtain
2­ s 1 1
2 2 2 2l s s A A y B q B B y A q A q B AB . .  .  .  .r y y r /­ r 2 2
 .Next we shall prove that l s G 0, provided r is small enough. To do this,
 .  .  .  .we recall the expressions of A, B, A , B in 2.1 , 2.2 , 2.11 , and 2.12 .r y
By direct calculations we also have
1
U U Gr rA s ¨ c y ¨ c e , .y 2 2 1 1r
2 G 3G
B s y B y B q ¨ y q ¨ 1 y y 1 y y c t y yc t . .  .  .  . .r 1 2 1 22 4r r r
Hence
A A2 y B2 .r
1 G G
2 2s y A y A q ¨ c t q ¨ c t A y B .  .  . .1 1 2 22 3r r r
G 1 G G
3 2 2 2G y A q AB q AB y ¨ c t q ¨ c t B . 4.9 .  .  . .1 1 2 22 2 3rr r r
Note that for sufficiently small r,
 U U 4 y1 Gr ryA G min ¨ c r2, ¨ c r2 r e 4.10 .1 1 2 2
< < y1 Gr r < < y2 Gr rA F Cr e , B F Cr e . 4.11 .
 .Using these estimates in 4.9 , we obtain
G 13U U2 2 3Gr r 4A A y B G min ¨ c , ¨ c e .  .r 1 1 2 2 58 r
1 G 1
2 2 2 Gr rq AB q AB y C e ; 4.12 .2 7r r r
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also,
B B2 y A2 .y
2 1
s A q ¨ c t q ¨ c t .  . .1 1 2 22r r
6 1
Gr r 2 2y ¨ y q ¨ 1 y y c t q c t q e I y B y A .  .  .  .  . .  .1 2 1 22 2r r
2 6
2 2G AB y ¨ y q ¨ 1 y y c t q c t B .  .  . .  .1 2 1 22r r
1 1
2 Gr r 2y ¨ c t q ¨ c t A y e I y A . .  .  . .1 1 2 22 2r r
 .Substituting 4.11 into the last inequality, we find that
2 1 1 1
2 2 2 2 Gr r 2 Gr r 3Gr rB B y A G AB y C e y C e y C e ; 4.13 .  .y 6 4 4r r r r
also,
2 A q B AB .y r
1 2 G
U U Gr rs 2 ¨ c y ¨ c e y q B .2 2 1 1 2 /r r r
3G
= ¨ y q ¨ 1 y y 1 y y c t y yc t AB .  .  .  . .  .1 2 1 24r
1 4 2G 1
3Gr r 2 2 2 Gr rG yC e y AB y AB y C e 4.14 .4 2 7rr r r
 .  .by 4.11 . If 0 - r F « « sufficiently small , then the first term on the
 .right-hand side of 4.12 dominates all the terms on the right-hand sides of
 .  .  .4.12 , 4.13 , and 4.14 , so that
2­ s G 13U U 3Gr r 42l s G min ¨ c , ¨ c e .  .1 1 2 2 5 /­ r 8 r
1 1 1 1
2 Gr r 3Gr ryC q q e y C e4 6 7 4 /r r r r
2­ s 1 G 3U U3Gr r  4s e min ¨ c , ¨ c .1 1 2 25 /­ r 8r
1 1
yG r ryC r q q e y Cr2 /r r
G 0.
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 .Therefore 4.8 implies that
2 2 2 2d ­ r s ­ y s ­ r s ­ y s .  .  .  .
q G A q B q . .r y /  /  /  /ds ­ r ­ r ­ r ­ r
Integrating this inequality and using the fact that
2 2
­ r s ­ y s .  .
q s 1, /  /­ r ­ r
ss t
 .  .we arrive at the assertion 4.6 . The proof of 4.7 is similar.
 .Proof of Lemma 4.1. From 4.5 we get
­ r 0 ­ y 0 .  . t0 0u t , r , y s u q u exp y A q B ds . Hr r y r y 50 0 /­ r ­ r 0
­ r s ­ y s .  .t
q u t , r , y y A q A . H r r r y ­ r ­ r0
­ r s ­ y s .  .
qB q B dsr y y y 5­ r ­ r
' I q I .1 2
 .We shall first prove 4.3 for small r. By Lemma 4.2,
2 2
­ r 0 ­ y 0 .  .
q F 1, /  /­ r ­ r
and thus
t0 0< <I F max u r , y , u r , y ? exp y A q B ds .  . 5 H1 r 0 0 y 0 0 r y 50 0
0
r00 0 Gr r yGr r0F max u r , y , u r , y ? e , .  . 5r 0 0 y 0 00 0 r
 .where the estimate 2.10 was used in establishing the last inequality.
 .  .   . .Hence, by 4.1 and 4.2 , if r is near zero so that r 9 s - 0 and r - r ,0
then
3 Gr r < <  4r e I F max M , M . 4.15 .1 1 2
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In order to estimate I we first estimate the integral as follows:2
­ r s ­ y s ­ r s ­ y s .  .  .  .t
y A q A q B q B dsH r r r y r y y y­ r ­ r ­ r ­ r0
t 1r2 1r22 2 2 2F A q A q B q B .  .H r r r y r y y y
0
1r22 2
­ r s ­ y s .  .
= q ds. 4.16 . /  /­ r ­ r
 .By calculating the second derivatives A , A , B , B directly from 2.1r r r y r y y y
 .and 2.2 , we find that
1r2 1r22 2 2 2 y5 Gr rA q A q B q B s O r e as r ª 0. . .  .r r r y r y y y
 .Using this estimate and 4.6 in the integral on the right-hand side of
 .4.16 , we obtain that
­ r s ­ y s ­ r s ­ y s .  .  .  .t
y A q A q B q B dsH r r r y r y y y­ r ­ r ­ r ­ r0
1t ty5 Gr r  s.F C r s e exp y A q B dt ds . .H H r y 520 s
’r s .t y5 Gr r  s. Gr2 r  s..yGr2 r .F C r s e e ds by 2.10 .  . .  .H ’r0
eyG r2 r . t y9r2 3Gr2 r  s..s C r s e ds. 4.17 .  . .H’r 0
 .We next estimate the integral on the right-hand side of 4.17 . Since
 .  .drrds - 0 for small r, the function r s r s has an inverse s s s r , that
is,
r s r ' r . . .
Differentiating this equation with respect to r, we find that
1
s9 r s .
r 9 s r . .
Us r ¨ c s r q ¨ c s r y ¨ c y s r .  .  . .  .  .1 1 2 2 1 1
y1U Gr rq¨ c 1 y y s r e . . . .2 2
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Hence
s9 r s O r eyG r r as r ª 0. 4.18 .  . .
 .Making the substitution s s s r in the integral on the right-hand side of
 .  .4.17 and using 4.18 , we deduce that
­ r s ­ y s ­ r s ­ y s .  .  .  .t
y A q A q B q B dsH r r r y r y y y­ r ­ r ­ r ­ r0
yG r2 r . re 10
Gr2 r .F C e drH 3’ ’r rr r
yG r2 r . re 10
Gr2 r .F C e drH 3r rr
eyG r2 r . 1 C
Gr2 r .F C ? 1 q e s .2 /r r r
Consequently,
C
3 Gr r 3 Gr r< <r e I F r e u t , r , y ? F C .2 2r
 .  .by 2.13 , and 4.3 is proved for small r, say r - « . If r G « ) 0, then the
 .assertion 4.3 can be proved similarly and, in fact, much more simply,
 .  .  .because both A t, r, y and B t, r, y are smooth in r, y and their first
 .  .and second derivatives in r, y are uniformly bounded. The proof of 4.4
is similar. Lemma 4.1 is thus proved.
 .Remark 4.1. As a consequence of Lemma 4.1, a weak solution u t, r, y
is, in fact, a classical solution. Hence there exists a classical solution to
 .Problem P .
 .  .  .  .THEOREM 4.3. Under assumptions 1.16 ] 1.21 and 4.1 ] 4.2 , Problem
 .P admits a unique classical solution.
Proof. We only need to prove uniqueness. Suppose there are two
solutions
u t , r , y with c t , c t , A t , r , y , B t , r , y .  .  .  .  .1 2
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and
Ã Ãu t , r , y with c t , c t , A t , r , y , B t , r , y , .  .  .  .  .Ã Ã Ã1 2
for 0 F t F T. Then
Ã Ãu y u q Au y Au q Bu y Bu s 0. 4.19 .  . .  .Ã Ã Ã yt r
 .  . Multiplying 4.19 by u y u and integrating over the region 0 - t - T ,Ã
4r ) 0, 0 - y - 1 , we obtain
`T 1 Ãu y u u y u q Au y Au u y u .  .  . .Ã Ã Ã ÃH H H t r
0 0 0
Ãq Bu y Bu u y u dr dy dt s 0. . .Ã Ãy
By integration by parts,
`1 d T 1 2u y u dr dy dt .ÃH H H2 dT 0 0 0
`T 1 Ãs Au y Au u y u dr dy dt . .Ã ÃH H H r
0 0 0
`T 1 Ãq Bu y Bu u y u dr dy dt . 4.20 .  . .Ã Ã yH H H
0 0 0
Writing
Ã ÃAu y Au s A u y u q A y A u .  .Ã Ã Ã
 .in the first integral on the right-hand side of 4.20 , we get, by integration
by parts again,
`T 1 ÃAu y Au u y u dr dy dt . .Ã ÃH H H r
0 0 0
` AT 1 r 2s y u y u dr dy dt .ÃH H H 20 0 0
`T 1 Ãy A y A u u y u dr dy dt. . . Ã ÃH H H r
0 0 0
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Similarly,
`T 1 ÃBu y Bu u y u dr dy dt . .Ã Ã yH H H
0 0 0
` BT 1 y 2s y u y u dr dy dt .ÃH H H 20 0 0
`T 1 Ãy B y B u u y u dr dy dt. . . Ã ÃH H H y
0 0 0
 .Substituting these relations into 4.20 , we find that
`1 d T 1 2u y u dr dy dt .ÃH H H2 dT 0 0 0
`1 T 1 2s y A q B u y u dr dy dt .Ã .H H H r y2 0 0 0
`T 1 Ã Ãy A y A u q B y B u u y u dr dy dt . .  .Ã Ã ÃH H H  /yr
0 0 0
s J q J . 4.21 .1 2
 .  .By 2.11 and 2.12 , we have
A q Br y
G A
U U Gr rs ¨ c y q ¨ c 1 y y e q . .1 1 2 23 rr
1 6
q ¨ c t q ¨ c t y ¨ y q ¨ 1 y y c t q c t .  .  .  .  . .  .1 1 2 2 1 2 1 22 2r r
1
Gr rq e I y . .2r
Clearly, the first term on the right-hand side dominates all the other terms
on the right-hand side if r is small, say 0 - r - a . Hence
A q B ) 0 for 0 - t - T , 0 - r - a , 0 - y - 1.r y
Obviously, also
< <A q B F C for 0 - t - T , r G a , 0 - y - 1.r y a
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Therefore
`T 1 2J - C u y u dr dy dt. 4.22 .  .ÃH H H1 a
0 0 0
To estimate J , we write2
Ã Ã ÃA y A u s A y A u q A y A u . .  .Ã Ã Ã .r r rr
Ã .  .Using the expressions 2.1 and 2.11 for A and A , as well as for A andr
ÃA , one can deduce thatr
¨ q ¨ .1 2Ã < < < < < <A y A u F u q ru c t y c t q c t y c t . .  .  .  . .  .Ã Ã Ã Ã Ãr 1 1 2 22r r
Similarly,
ÃB y B u . Ã y
¨ q ¨ .1 2
< <F 7u q 3u c t y c t q c t y c t . .  .  .  .Ã Ã Ã Ã .r 1 1 2 22r
 .  .  .By 2.13 , 4.3 , and 4.4 ,
y1 yGr r < < < < y3 yGr r0 F u F Cr e , u , u F Cr e ,Ã Ã Ãr y
so that
Ã ÃA y A u q B y B u F C c t y c t q c t y c t . .  .  .  . .  .Ã Ã Ã Ã .1 1 2 2yr
 .  .Furthermore, from 1.14 and 1.15 ,
’ `4p 2 1 3 < <c t y c t q c t y c t F r u y u dr dy. .  .  .  .Ã Ã ÃH H1 1 2 2 3 0 0
Hence
`1 3Ã Ã < <A y A u q B y B u F C r u y u dr dy , .  .Ã Ã ÃH Hyr
0 0
  ..and substituting this relation into the expression of J in 4.21 and2
recalling that both u and u have compact support, we getÃ
`T 1 2J F C u y u dr dy dt. .ÃH H H2
0 0 0
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 .  .Combining this estimate with 4.22 , we get from 4.21 that
` `d T 1 T 12 2u y u dr dy dt F C u y u dr dy dt , .  .Ã ÃH H H H H HdT 0 0 0 0 0 0
from which it follows that
u t , r , y ' u t , r , y for 0 F t F T , r ) 0, 0 F y F 1. .  .Ã
The proof of Theorem 4.3 is complete.
 .Next we establish some properties of the solution u t, r, y .
 .  .  .THEOREM 4.4. Let u t, r, y with c t and c t be a solution to Problem1 2
 .P . Then
0 - c t F c for all t ) 0; 4.23 .  .Ä1 1
0 - c t F c for all t ) 0. 4.24 .  .Ä2 2
 .  .  .Proof. Since u t, r, y G 0, the assertions c t F c and c t F cÄ Ä1 1 2 2
 .  .  .  .follow from 1.14 and 1.15 . It remains to prove that both c t and c t1 2
 .are positive for all t ) 0. Using the expressions of A and B 2.1 and
 ..  .  .2.2 in Eqs. 2.15 and 2.16 , we find that
`dc t . 11 U Gr r’s y4 2 p r c t y c ye u t , r , y dr dy , 4.25 .  .  . .H H 1 1dt 0 0
`dc t . 12 U Gr r’s y4 2 p r c t y c 1 y y e u t , r , y dr dy. .  .  . .H H 2 2dt 0 0
4.26 .
 .  .Note that c 0 G 0 and c 0 G 0 and at least one of them is positive by1 2
 .  .  .1.20 . Without loss of generality, we assume that c 0 ) 0. If c 0 s 0,1 2
 .  .  .  .then dc 0 rdt ) 0 by 4.26 . Hence the assertions 4.23 and 4.24 hold2
for small t.
Suppose that there is a finite time T such that
lim inf c t s 0. 4.27 .  .1
tªT
Then there exists a sequence of t ­T such thatm
lim c t s 0. .1 m
t ªTm
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Without loss of generality we may assume that
dc t .1 m
- 0 for all t . 4.28 .mdt
 .But by 4.25
`dc t . 11 m ’s y4 2 p ru t , r , y dr dy ? c t .  .H H 2dt 0 0
`1 U Gr r’q 4 2 p rc 1 y y e u t , r , y dr dy .  .H H 2
0 0
G 0 for t near T ,m
 .  .which is a contradiction to 4.28 . Hence 4.23 is proved. The proof of
 .4.24 is similar.
THEOREM 4.5. Suppose L ' ¨ c q ¨ c is small enough so thatÄ Ä1 1 2 2
U U Gr r 4L y min ¨ c , ¨ c e ' ya - 0 4.29 .1 1 2 2
 .for some a ) 0 and r as defined in 1.18 . Then there exists a finite number
 .t ) 0 such that u t, r, y ' 0 for t G t and r ) 0, 0 - y - 1.0 0
 .  .Proof. Since c t F c j s 1, 2 for all t ) 0,Äj j
dr 1
U U Gr rs ¨ c t q ¨ c t y ¨ c y q ¨ c 1 y y e .  .  . .1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2dt r
1
U U Gr r 4F ¨ c q ¨ c y min ¨ c , ¨ c eÄ Ä1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2r
a
s y
r
 .  x w xfor r, y g 0, r = 0, 1 .
  .  ..  .Hence the integral curve r s , y s starting with r 0 s r and any
 . w x  .  .y 0 g 0, 1 will reach the wall r s 0 at t F rr 2a , and thus u t, r, y ' 00
for t G t . This completes the proof.0
Remark 4.2. We have assumed until now that the initial distribution is
a continuous nonnegative function with compact support. If the initial
distribution is a sum of Dirac delta functions,
N
0 0 0n r , x , . . . , x s N d r y r d x y x ??? d x y x , .  .  .  .0 1 m i i 1 1 i m mi
is1
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where N are positive constants andi
0 - r 0 - r 0 - ??? - r 0 - `,1 2 N
m
0 0x G 0 1 F j F m , 1 F i F N , x s 1 1 F i F N , .  .ji ji
js1
 .then the distribution u t, r, y retains this form for all time. The number of
particles in the ith class, which contains particles of size r and composi-i
tion x , remains the constant N until the whole class disappears when rji i i
becomes 0. The mass balance equations now become
dri s G r , x , . . . , x , c , . . . , c , .i 1 i m i 1 mdt
dxji s H r , x , . . . , x , c , . . . , c , .j i 1 i mi 1 mdt
N4p
3c s c y r N x .Ä j j i i ji3 is1
This is a system of ordinary differential equations and algebraic equations.
w xOne can use the approximation method developed in 2 to establish
existence and uniqueness for this system.
Remark 4.3. Our method can be extended to the case of general m G 2
 .in the practical case, m s 4 under a restriction on the physical parame-
 .ters similar to 1.21 .
5. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND BEHAVIORS OF
THE SOLUTION
In the case of one dimension, the asymptotic behavior of the solution to
 . w x1.11 has been rigorously determined by Friedman et al. in 1, 2 ; in the
present case of two dimensions, such results are unknown.
 .We want to discretize the conservation law 1.11 . First we integrate
 .1.11 over one typical mesh element
D r D r
t , r , y : t - t - t , r y - r - r q , . n nq1 i i 2 2
D y D y
y y - y - y q .j j 52 2
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FIG. 1. cU s 0.01, cU s 0.011, c s 0.004, c s 0.005, ¨ s 600, ¨ s 700, G s 0.5.Ä Ä1 2 1 2 1 2
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FIG. 2. cU s 0.01, cU s 0.011, c s 0.008, c s 0.009, ¨ s 600, ¨ s 700, G s 0.5.Ä Ä1 2 1 2 1 2
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FIG. 3. cU s 0.01, cU s 0.011, c s 0.015, c s 0.016, ¨ s 600, ¨ s 700 G s 0.5.Ä Ä1 2 1 2 1 2
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FIG. 4. cU s 0.01, cU s 0.011, c s 0.014, c s 0.008, ¨ s 750, ¨ s 700, G s 0.5.Ä Ä1 2 1 2 1 2
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Using integration by parts and upwinding techniques, we obtain that
D t
nq1 n qn nq1 yn nu y u q A u q A ui , j i , j iq1r2, j i , j iq1r2, j iq1, jD r
qn n yn nq1y A u q A u /iy1r2, j iy1, j iy1r2, j i , j
D t
qn nq1 yn nq B u q B u i , jq1r2 i , j i , jq1r2 i , jq1D y
qn n yn nq1y B u q B u s 0,/i , jy1r2 i , jy1 i , jy1r2 i , j
where
un s u x , y , .i , j i j
Aqn s max A c t , c t , r q D rr2, y , 0 , .  . 4 .iq1r2, j 1 n 2 n i j
Ayn s max yA c t , c t , r q D rr2, y , 0 , .  . 4 .iq1r2, j 1 n 2 n i j
Bqn s max B c t , c t , r , y q D yr2 , 0 , .  . 4 .i , jq1r2 1 n 2 n i j
Byn s max yB c t , c t , r , y q D yr2 , 0 . .  . 4 .i , jq1r2 1 n 2 n i j
 w x.This scheme is called an upwinding conservative scheme see 5 .
Our numerical results are displayed in Figs. 1]4.
U  .Figure 1 corresponds to the case where c - c j s 1, 2 and theÄj j
 .solution u t, r, y vanishes in finite time. Figure 2 corresponds to the case
U  .  .where c - c j s 1, 2 and u t, r, y decays very slowly. Figure 3 corre-Äj j
U  .sponds to the case where c ) c j s 1, 2 . Figure 4 corresponds to theÄj j
case where c ) cU , c - cU.Ä Ä1 1 2 2
From the numerical results we conclude:
1. Intermediate time beha¨ior. If the profile of the initial distribution
 .u r, y has several disjoint components corresponding to different groups0
 .of droplets, then in finite time the profile of u t, r, y will collapse into one
component and become very thin in the y-direction, which means that all
droplets will have almost the same composition in finite time.
 .2. Asymptotic beha¨ior. The solution u t, r, y decays to zero in time
t. In some cases it decays very fast; in other cases it decays rather slowly.
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